
Can a blending strategy be developed that 
reduces the number of surface stockpiles?

Optimize using a dynamic 
simulation model

A manganese mine located in the Northern Cape, South Africa had a stockyard with many
small stockpiles, each individually graded. Large variations in ore quality of the ore body made
it impossible to predict with accuracy prior to being mined and tested in a laboratory. Rail
shipments were compiled by hand, selecting a set of surface stockpiles which combined
should meet the quantity and grade requirements of a consignment. This process was slow
and prone to inaccuracies. The impact of blending stockpiles to reduce the number on surface
required investigation.

Ceenex developed a dynamic simulation model of the flow, quality and blending of ore as it
moved through the mining process from the underground ROM bins to the train loading
station. Several operating philosophies were modeled to determine the impact of different
blending strategies on supplying the correct quality and quantity Manganese ore to customers.
The minimum number of stockpiles required without changing the product specifications was
determined. Optimization software was used to establish the optimal product specifications
and stockpile configurations when using only a few stockpiles with specific products without
losing any monetary return.

Optimization using simulation modeling

Problem Statement:

Solution:

Impact:
Simulation results showed the impact of combining stockpiles on the resulting quality and
quantity available for sale. The model showed the sensitivity of the system to changes in the
control logic when for batching and bin selection upstream. Simulation results verified
whether it would be possible to reduce the number of stockpiles, and by how many to sustain
a profitable operation. The model also showed the impact of changing the product suite on
the overall profitability.
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